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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF SAO PAULO,
BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

While My eyes look at the world, My Immaculate Heart contemplates all My children from Brazil
and from the world, hoping that a wise and loving answer of collaboration with My plans of peace
for Central America and Mexico may emerge from all hearts.

As the Mother of the World I still hope, seeing the hands of the clock ticking by, that some of My
children from Brazil or from the world will open their hearts to receive My most important call for
collaboration with My work in Central America.

An old and longstanding wound must be completely healed.

That is why, dear children, your Guadalupana has carried out a part of the mission, which in that
long ago, Her Son had entrusted to Her to carry forward in Mexico.

Now that your Mother has formed the armies of prayer and of light in this new time, I hope that My
dearest and most favorite children embrace this call to cooperate with the Plans of Heaven with the
fire of their heart.

The source of the celestial and material manifestation hovers over your consciousnesses; thus I still
hope, in silence and prayer, that some of My consecrated children may open the correct door, of
their hearts and not of their minds, so that the material concretization of My Plan may descend on
Earth. 

If this does not happen before the end of the month of October, your Celestial Father will consider
that His Holy Call for redemption and for peace realized through your Heavenly Mother is being
rejected absolutely by humanity and nothing more can be done. 

In this way, I invite you, My little ones, with the living charity of the Sacred Family of Nazareth, to
accompany the Mother of the Most High in this precious purpose of redemption, of liberation, and
of peace.

I hope that all of My beloved children from Brazil and from the world do not fall sleep once again,
as has happened before, specially when your Paulista Mother calls you to the greater surrender.

The materialization of this Divine Plan to reach Central America depends on humanity as well as on
you.

I thank you for responding to My call and to My divine petition!

Who loves you always,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


